RV FASCIA

T-STRAND™ OSB | RV FASCIA
Engineered to perform. Designed to impress.
At Tolko, we’ve built our reputation on quality products, customer commitment and an unwavering integrity in all that we
do. With our line of mill certified T-STRAND OSB Industrials, we provide a consistent source of OSB specifically designed
for OEM applications.

OSB RV FASCIA

We combined strength, moisture durability, and enhanced
fastener holding to produce T-STRAND OSB RV Fascia, an OSB
panel specifically designed for the intricacies and requirements
of fascia applications.
T-STRAND OSB RV Fascia has superior moisture durability so
RV manufacturers can be confident in the quality they provide
to their customers who push their RV to the limits.
It’s made with our Canadian Aspen wood fibre and bonded with
the same resin used to manufacture our PS 2 certified OSB. This
precise mixture of fibres and resin results in enhanced fastener
holding for a durable panel that stands up to the rigorous
demands of an RV.
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Superior moisture durability
Engineered consistency
Enhanced fastener holding

The Engineered Difference
Tolko T-STRAND OSB RV Fascia provides a proven solution for RV manufacturers. Our
precise mixture and manufacturing process result in a consistent panel tailor made for
RV fascia. Our products meet the demanding expectations of our customers and live up
to the Tolko name.

T-STRAND OSB RV FASCIA
Product application

OSB RV FASCIA

RV Fascia

Profile

Square Edge

Sanding

None

Thickness category

1”

Lengths1

8,' 12', 13’, 14’

Widths1

48.5”, 5”, 5-1/2”
50 year limited warranty against
delamination2

Warranty

1 For promotional purposes, lengths and widths are nominal sizes; actual product dimensions comply with U.S. Weights and
Measures requirements.
2 See T-STRAND OSB Industrials warranty for complete details.

Recipe for Superior Performance
We start with Canadian Aspen wood fibre to produce superior OSB products that are
lighter, more durable, and built to work.
The fibre is cut into strands and bonded with moisture resistant resins to optimize the
collective strength and consistency of the panel.
T-STRAND OSB panels are pressed with intense pressure and temperatures to create a
panel with low moisture content and a resistance to warping, swelling, and flaking.
NAUF Guaranteed
T-STRAND OSB products contain no added urea-formaldehyde resin (NAUF).
Committed to sustainable forest management
We manufacture our products from renewable, recyclable and biodegradable
resources, and our practices are guided by our Forest Management Principles
and Environmental Policy. We also adhere to globally-accepted Sustainable
Forest Management (SFM) and Chain of Custody (CoC) standards.

Our free Tolko Product Guide app is available for download. Set yourself up for success by
finding the best Tolko lumber, plywood, OSB, and EWP products for each application.
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